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The committee did not meet this year; although the Chair routinely met with the Senate Advisory Committee and played a role in the movement of the University Club to somewhere else on Campus.

It was a frustrating year as the Campus still has no long range academic plan which is so critical to making logical decision as to what kind of buildings are needed and where to build these buildings. Further, the change of the person who plays the advisory role between the administration and this Committee further confounded our work. In the past two years the Vice Chancellor of Administration worked with the committee on future building. This Fall the Associate Chancellor for Academic Planning & Budget was placed in charge of future buildings but could not meet with the committee. The Vice Chancellor of Administration still has a major role in the actual building of the buildings, however. In addition, Colleges developed their own building plans through a committee process which, while having professors on them, did not interface with the Senate. We have not been able to work with the Colleges in these plans.

The final conclusion from the Chair is that this committee can not function effectively without active and effective discussions with all portions of the administration and we do not know how to do this.
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